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INTRODUCTION
APSM is a driver performance academy that provides drivers with the training 
and skills required so they can achieve their racing goals and succeed in 
motorsport.

Our GT Academy Programme is underpinned by a team of leading specialists 
and our unique driver training centre iZone based at Silverstone Circuit, this 
gives us the platform to help fast-track a driver’s learning process based 
around their needs.

TO PROVIDE DRIVERS WITH REVOLUTIONARY TRAINING PROGRAMMES THAT 
HELP THEM ACHIEVE THEIR RACING GOALS. TO OFFER SPORT SPECIFIC 
TRAINING FROM INDUSTRY LEADING EXPERTS GIVING DRIVERS ACCESS TO 
MOTORSPORT’S MOST EFFECTIVE SELF-DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE.
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MISSION STATEMENT
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THE SUPPORT TEAM

ANDY PRIAULX MBE
CO-FOUNDER & MENTOR
Andy Priaulx MBE has been a professional driver for over 17 years. On top of winning multiple European and 
World titles he been a factory driver for Honda, BMW and Ford. Andy was also F1 test driver for Williams 
and Sauber. Andy acts as a mentor to the APSM drivers and maintains an overview of their career direction 
track and career advise.

JOHN PRATT
CO-FOUNDER & PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR
John was a leading single seater driver and was a works driver for Lola, Reynard Racing Cars and Van 
Diemen. He also formed iZone which is the driver performance centre where APSM is based. John leads each 
driver’s development programme and structures the training that they will take part in. He heads the team of 
performance specialists and personally coaches each driver.

RORY BUTCHER
PRINCIPLE DRIVER COACH
Rory has achieved international success in most forms of circuit racing including Formula cars, Touring cars 
and in GT's. He has raced in top line championships BTCC, Blancpain, VLN and European Le Mans Series. 
Rory is the principle driver coach for the GT Academy so he works closely with all drivers and oversees the 
training programme. 

ENZO MUCCI
PERSONAL PERFORMANCE COACH
Enzo has been a leading performance coach for 20 years. His clients include Esteban Ocon, Romain 
Grosjean, Marco Wittmann, Richie Stanaway and Ed Jones. He is the former European chief coach for BMW 
and sporting manager of the Lotus Renault F1 Junior team. Enzo’s focus is to help prepare our drivers so 
they can perform at their best both on and off track. 



Performance Management
At APSM our efforts are primarily focused on helping our drivers 
perform to their potential. This is achieved with a structured 
training programme that is skills based (technically, tactically, 
mentally and physically), with the aim of producing drivers who are 
both skillful and resilient under pressure, who can make a positive 
contribution to the overall team performance.

Team Advice
A driver's success is heavily dependent on them choosing the  
team and environment that is right for them. Using our experience 
and relationships within motorsport we can offer valuable advise 
to our drivers so they have the best possible chance of achieving 
their racing goals. 

AREAS OF FOCUS
APSM is designed to help both professional and amateur drivers alike optimise 
their performance, enjoy their sport and achieve their goals. 

Our GT Academy is a unique concept because it combines Performance 
Management with Career/Team advice so that both on-track performance and 
career path are managed in a holistic, coordinated and effective way.
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WHAT IS INCLUDED
The GT Academy offers driver a wide range of training and benefits, the 
programme includes:

1. Induction/Training Day with Andy Priaulx
A full day's training and assessment at iZone followed by the creation of the Driver’s
Goal Document (DGD).

2. Track Day at Knockhill with Rory Butcher (1 day)
A unique opportunity to transfer skills learnt in the simulator to the track.

3. Full Day Training Sessions at iZone with Rory Butcher (x 5)
6 hours simulator training, plus two hours of additional training with our Sports Science
team.

4. Mental Coaching
Motorsport specific mental/performance coaching both face to face and via Skype.

5. Zone Training
Our new Zone Training facility gives our drivers the unique opportunity to train
regularly in all the areas that create on-track performance.

6. Training Seminars (x 6)
These are evening sessions covering both on and off track skills as well as broader
motor racing knowledge.

7. Simulator Modelling & Home Support
We create a simulator model that mirrors each driver's race car and provide the
software required so they can train at home.
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Optional extras include VIP Hospitality with Andy Priaulx, a chauffeur service, extra driver coach days and 
more 1 to 1 driver tuition days.



PROGRAMME GOALS
APSM has some very simple and clear goals - they are to create 
drivers who:

Are highly skillful & adaptable

Have a world class level of race preparation

Are mentally resilient & resourceful when competing 

Have in-depth track & driving knowledge

Are self reliant & able to deploy their skills on demand 

Understand how to win in all areas of motorsport

Can utilize their strengths & turn their weaknesses into opportunities

Are team players & understand how to get the best out of their team members

There are many key performance traits that world champions posses, at APSM we 
create bespoke training programmes for drivers to learn these and in-turn to build 
upon them. 



TRAINING FACILITIES
APSM are the only management company in Europe to have their own purpose 
built training facility and team of dedicated coaches and sports science 
specialists. Based at Silverstone Circuit in the UK it is a state of the art facility 
featuring five high tech simulators (3 x car and 2 x kart), a motorsport gym and 
dedicated training rooms for mental and psychometric training. 

All of the simulators feature live data, comprehensive recording and analysis 
software, eye tracking, heart rate monitoring and biometric/EEG feedback 
to enable us to monitor real-time human performance data and use it as an 
advanced teaching tool.

As well as the simulators we also a sport specific gym and a mind coaching 
room that allows us offer our drivers holistic training that helps them develop 
as a driver and as a performer in racing and in life.
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"If you are standing still in Motorsport, you are going 
backwards at 100mph - Andy Priaulx MBE

www.apsportsmanagement.com

MORE INFORMATION
For more information or to arrange a meeting 
please contact us using the details below. 

info@apsportsmanagement.com

+44 (0) 1327 856872

2255 Silverstone Technology Park,
Silverstone Circuit, Silverstone, NN12 8GX
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